Chemogenomic analysis of safety profiling data.
Understanding the safety of newly developed compounds is a key task in each early drug discovery project. In early stages, pharmaceutical companies address this task by using so-called preclinical safety profiling, in which compounds are screened in inexpensive large-scale assays to understand possible liabilities. This process generates a large amount of binding data on various compounds against a panel of targets - usually thousands or tens of thousands of compounds profiled against approximately 100 different targets. This data matrix is highly valuable and elicits further analysis. After briefly introducing the nature of safety profiling data, we describe several computational methods used internally at Novartis to analyze it. We showcase protocols that can be used to understand compound promiscuity on a chemical structure level and protocols to evaluate the promiscuity of targets used in safety profiling. We also describe a method to quickly determine the chemical similarity of compounds active against different targets. Next, it is shown what protocols can be used to evaluate global chemical similarity of targets. The above approaches can be used either to optimize the composition of a panel of targets or to better understand certain toxicities. Finally, we will explain a simple method to elucidate hidden patterns in safety profiling data.